V E TA R

NEXT GENERATION WIND

• Inaudible.

Compared to mainstream wind turbines VETAR
does not emit harmful infra-sound and it is almost
silent in human hearing range.

• Makes no vibrations.

Contra-rotating rotors make turbine more efficient
while canceling each other rotational vibrations.

• Efficient

Advanced aerodynamic futures create pressure
difference that accelerate wind inside wind
turbine. Additional air speed equals more energy.
It makes VETAR generate significantly more power
than the same sized mainstream solutions.
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• Safe

VETAR is compact in size with a lower probability
for a bird collision. It is ducted and clearly visible
to flying wildlife. With a safety grille mounted
VETAR is completely safe to use even in the most
sensitive ecosystems.
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1.minute

• Batteries

VETROSAIL is equipped with battery
power storage system. Electric power
storage capacity range from 1003000kWh.
The system can operate different types
of batteries for every climate and
temperature operational range from
-40oC to +60oC.

2.minute

3.minute

• Mobile.

VETROSAIL is the most powerful, mobile, renewable energy system. In the same
time it is the most compact as well. Power generation combines 25 kW wind with
10kW solar PV totaling 35 kW of installed power. The 43” VETROSAIL container is
mounted on Electric Vehicle integrated with AI platform for the optimal resource
utilization. Fully automated system can be deployed within minutes.
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• EV Charger

VETROSAIL is designed to integrate
multiple SUPER FAST Electric Vehicle
chargers with charging power ranging
from 150-300kW.
It means that just one VETROSAIL
energy platform can, simultaneously,
charge up to 4 different EVs.
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Plug & PLAY

VETROSAIL is instantly ready for operation.
It requires no specially trained personnel. It is
fully automated and ready to use in any
environment.

No Permits - saves time

Current power generation as well as EV charging
sites, telecommunication and other fixed
infrastructure sites are requiring months and
often years to get different kinds of permits just
to get started.
With VETROSAIL mobile system this is not an
issue.
Being a clean-tech and mobile, in most cases,
VETROSAIL requires no special permits.

• CHARGING LOCATION
Optionally VETROSAIL can be transferred to
charging location with higher wind speed
where it can be charged more effectively.

• ON SITE CHARGING
When there is a wind and sun, the
VETROSAIL batteries can be
recharged on site.
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No Infrastructure - saves money

Mobile design of VETROSAIL requires no expensive
infrastructure to be built. It eradicates the need for an
infrastructure and permits thus saving time and money.

• CHARGED TO SITE

OPTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
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VETROSAIL as a system returns to
desired location.
Container can be interchanged.
Battery packs can be interchanged.
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Electricity Production

The basic role of VETROSAIL is to produce electric
energy. It does it from renewable sources such as
wind and sun. Stored energy can than be used to
power different needs from housing to industry.

EV Chargers

Electric Vehicle charging in all, and especially
remote locations, is a mayor challenge. To provide
electric power from renewable resources is yet
another. VETROSAIL offers the solution on both
challenges with high power EV chargers.
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Telecommunications & IT

VETROSAIL can provide power for energy
autonomous telecommunication systems. It can
integrate multiple telecommunication equipment
or can be paired with another telco unit for a long
range, high power system.
VETROSAIL makes possible remote data centers,
IoT infrastructure and satellite links ground bases.
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Transport

Paired with AI integrated Electric Vehicle Platform
VETROSAIL can be used to transport people and
goods with or without human driver. It can
traverse long distances without need for a fuel.

Observation & Defence

VETROSAIL platform can be augmented with multiple sensors for
meteorology, ecosystem and climate research as well as defence
purposes. As it requires no diesel, or other fuel, it enables long term
autonomy and solves the mayor logistic weakness of resupplying.
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Wind Energy

Annual energy production depends on multiple factors
such as average wind velocity (m/s), turbulence and
wind distribution pattern (Weibull k=2).

THE SAIL

SOLAR

5X VETAR4

25kW

Thin Film

10kW

VETROSAIL
Solar Energy

Annual energy production depends on average
insolation (Wh/m2), sun angle and temperature.

EV CHARGER
Superfast

Container
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150kW

BATTERIES
1000kWh
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Serbia Office
PODUHVAT DOO
Salvadora Dalija bb
18103, Nish
Serbia
Telegram: +381 65 6377941
+381 64 3254562

office@poduhvat.com
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